Item
  has manifestation exemplified
    Manifestation
      identifier for the item
      Springfield Public Library: 00062933057
      identifier for the manifestation
       Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
       identifier for the manifestation
          title proper
          by J.K. Rowling
       statement of responsibility relating to title proper
          illustrations by Mary Grand Pré
       statement of responsibility relating to title proper
          First American edition
       publication statement
          edition statement
          place of publication
            New York, NY
          publisher's name
            Arthur A. Levine Books, an imprint of Scholastic Press
          date of publication
            July 2003
      extent of text
        24 cm
      dimensions
        XI, 870 pages
      has expression manifested
       Expression
          intended audience
            Age 9-12 years
          content type
            Library of Congress control number: n 2090111111
          language of expression
            English
          identifier for the expression
            text
          identifier for the work
            Library of Congress control number: n 2090199999
          preferred title for the work
            Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
          preferred name for the person
            Rowling, J. K.